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 More than a Garden: Balm for the Soul, Glue for the Family. 
An interesting look at the non-plant aspects of a garden -- why plants fascinate 
people, how contact with them can relieve stress, what can be included in a 
garden to build family unity, and how community gardening ideals have shaped 
the face of America. 
 
Note that this edition of our notetaking outline contains the audience's input. We 
posed the question and participants typed their reply into the "chat" field. All sent 
their responses at once, unaware what was coming from others. In our 
presentation of those Flash Chats here, we have reordered the audience's input to 
point out trends. 
 
I. Plants fascinate people 
 A. Magic 
  1) Seed to tree  
   Who has a plant they can't/won't dispose of? 
   10,000 year old lupine seed germinated 
   Mullein 150 years 
   Explorers seeking plants; plantain 
  2) Shamans' and healers' uses of plants  
   Native Americans specialized 
  3) Death and rebirth: winter to spring  
   Many need to see four seasons; snowbirds fly back for April 
   Each year we're not sure it will come; shared anticipation 
 
Flash Chat (next page) 
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Flash Chat: 
We asked: Do you have a plant with its hooks in you?  
please complete this sentence, "I have a __________ from my _________. 
You replied: 
From generations ago, grandmothers leading the pack: 
Hosta from my grandmother. 
Peony from my sister's mother-in-laws grandmother. 
Reblooming yellow iris from grandmother's garden. 
My grandma's peonies are at least 60 years old. 
Shrub rose from my grandma in Detroit who passed away in 1958 passed to my 
dad and then to me. 
Christmas cactus from my grandmother from 45 years ago. 
I have a bleeding heart from my grandmother's garden when I bought my 1st 
home and moved 10 years ago and brought it with me. 
Trollius from my Grandfather. 
Grape flags, as my mother called them (bearded iris with wonderful grape aroma) 
that were my grandfather's from 1940s in Temperance MI. 
Great Great Uncle Axel = the lupine man. 
 
From parents (and look at all the mother-in-laws forging relationships) 
Iris from mother. 
Fall crocus from my mother over 40 years ago. 
Praying hands hosta from my mother. 
I have a maidenhair fern from my mom. 
Mother-in-law tongue from my mom. 
Annual forget-me-not because my aunts gave my mother forget-me -nots on the 
day I was born. 
Phlox  from my mother-in-law. 
Baptisia from mother-in-law. 
Hibiscus from my mother-in-law. 
Split leaf hydrangea from my dead mother-in-law. 
Surprise lily - gift of my mother-in-law; from her childhood home in Kentucky. 
I have hostas from my mother-in-law's garden - about 25 years. Dug up before we 
sold her house. Doing fine and have had many offspring. 
Peony from my dad. 
Hens and chicks from my aunt. 
 
Friendship plants: 
Impatiens capensis from a friend on Grosse Isle.  
Passion flower vine from a dear friend.  
Fothergilla from Marie. 
Dahlias from a friend in Master Gardeners. 
Paw-paw tree from our friend Nancy, almost to bearing age. 
Pink Sheffield Mum from my sister who so lovingly shared her plants while she 
was alive. 
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Just special: 
Balloon flowers. 
I have an original bleeding heart which started my perennial gardening. 
I have a jade from a corner store when we lived in Toronto. 
I have a fritillary that came with the house. 
Irises from my first house 45 years ago. 
Epimedium. 
Peonies. 
Beautyberry. 
The peony our house's previous resident left is probably multi-generational! 
Hydrangea from my childhood, featured in the newspaper with my picture by it. 
 
Flash Chat: 
We asked: What instance of garden magic captures your fancy or awe? "I think it 
is totally delightful/mystical that _________________________." 
You replied: 
Most-named aspect: 25% of responses involved the garden's annual 
renewal: 
...snow drops emerging in the snow. 
...spring bulbs bloom in the snow. 
...I can see blooming flowers in the snow. 
...bulbs send up lovely flowers every spring. 
....primrose bloom so early in snow. 
That plants bloom in Michigan when it's still cold and snow on the ground. 
All plants emerging and when something comes up that I forgot I planted. 
 
You cited many other mystical aspects of gardening: 
..I still have new lavender buds blooming. 
It is totally delightful that weeds know how to "hide" in complementary plants. 
That plantain is magic on bug bites and bee stings. 
Sunlight streaming thru leaves, that's spiritual. 
That mulch/leaves can breakdown! 
Watching a night blooming flower open just after sunset. 
Chinese lanterns. 
It's magical that I feel my dad with me when the peony blooms. 
Witch hazel in fall. 
7 layers of passion flower. 
First green shoots of spring, snowdrops in snow, red berries on a hawthorn tree. 
Lady slippers are magical. 
Primrose still blooming, a cheap plant from the grocery that flourished on our 
property. 
The perfection of a bleeding heart bloom. 
Plants that need fire to sprout seed. 
Transplanted a very old peony. It appeared to die and the next spring it spouted 
and has thrived. 
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How fast a Hosta grows.  One day the ground is barren and less than a week later, 
I have a substantial plant! 
I had no idea air plants bloomed. When purple flowers sprouted I was delighted. 
Amaryllis with kids in winter.  how fast it grows. 
I love being in a different city and walking past a garden with a gardener working 
it and start a conversation so easily and learn so much. 
Anybody who visits us is amazed by the deer. 
Quaking aspens on top of Sleeping Bear Dunes. 
 
 I.B. The psychological link between plants and escapes, retreats 
  1) Run away from the Black Plague, from TB, from today's stress 
  2) Business and church retreats  
   Engender comradeship and new outlook 
   Insulation from wrong influence 
  3) Everyday links to simpler, more secure time of life  
   Children's stories full of gardens and plants 
   Individuals' memories full of people in gardens 
Flash Chat 
We asked: Name a children's story, fable or song that features a garden. 
You replied: 
33% The Secret Garden 
15% Peter Rabbit 
7% Jack and the Beanstalk 
Others: 
Alice in Wonderland 
Ashes, ashes, we all fall down 
Chestnut 
Child's Garden of Verse 
Fairy Flowers series 
Green Fingers - gardening prisoners in UK - Fab film! 
Greensleeves 
The Hungry Caterpillar 
The Language of Flowers 
Mandy by Julie Andrews 
Peter and the Wolf 
Rosemary and Thyme   
Snow White (Grimms' version) 
Thumbelina 
Lupine Lady 
To the Greenwood 
Wizard of Oz (poppies) 
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Flash Chat: 
We asked you to complete:  
In the gardens I knew as a child, _______________________________ is 
something I remember so well that I can still see/hear/smell /feel it. 
Notable in 42 responses: 
9 (21%) mention grandmother 
8 (19%) remember playing 
8 (19%) mention roses 
4 (9%) mention lilacs 
4 (9%) mention mother 
3 (7%) mention smell 
 
Plants, people and activities in responses: 
Play:  

Climbing the mimosa tree 
Hollyhocks, climbing crabapple trees and eating too many 
Hollyhocks, my godmother would make dolls of them 
Jumping from boulder to boulder in my grandparents' rock garden 
Making dolls out of hollyhock blossoms 
Making tiny corsages with violets. Picking daffodils to sell to the neighbors to 
earn money. 
Popping balloon flowers 
Willow tree at my grandmother's house that you could hide under 

Edibles:  
Grandmother's apple tree; delight in making apple sauce with her 
Mulberry tree, grandmother's gooseberry bushes and the ancient grapevine in 
her greenhouse! 
Peach tree outside my bedroom window. 
Tomatoes! 
Grandfather's azaleas on a hillside in Virginia 

Helping:  
Picking the dead pansy flowers off in my mother's garden 
Planting and weeding in the garden with my mum, the apple orchard blooming 
Seed starting zinnias 

Roses: 
Roses! 
Chinese tea roses 
Grandma's rose garden, taking tulips to teachers 
Grandma's roses 
Grandmother's roses 
Old fashion roses and lilacs in Grandma's garden. 

Hollyhocks 2 
Honeysuckle 3 
Bleeding heart 
Jasmine in my mom's garden 
Lilacs 3, simply "Lilacs!": Lilacs for Mother's Day 
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Lily of valley. I still have some that were once at my grandmother's 
Pansies and pussy willows 
Pussywillows; honeysuckle (we ate the "honey" in the blossoms) 
Snowball bush 
Wild flowers mom and I got in the pasture/woods and planted in our backyard 
Smell: 

Smell of Dad's rose garden 
Smell of all the orchids we grew as a child in our greenhouse 
Smell of the weed with red berries, night shade 
Sitting inside the hollowed-out center of my grandma's mock orange shrub 
while in bloom, breathing in the aroma. 

 
 
 
 I.C) In a world full of stress, plants are no threat 
  1) They don't talk back  
   But we -- even silent types -- talk to them 
 
  2) They respond in straightforward ways  
   Plants that need us -- impatiens 
   No "system error" and unfathomable screen freezes 
  3) Common sense works  
   Who looks under a car hood with any hope, any more? 
 
Flash Chat 
We explained: "We realized that the "new bug" bothering their mint and oregano 
one spring was really the same bug we already knew, in its young, wingless state. 
(Fourlined plant bug.)  
 
We asked: Have you had an ah-ha moment or developed a successful routine in 
dealing with a plant problem? It 
was______________________________________. 
 
You replied: 
The little red and black bug in early spring is the 4 lined beetle later in summer!  
Dastardly buggers! 
Cutting back a plant in July keeps it from plopping down and lasts a lot longer. 
Finding the caterpillar that was eating the plant this year, a new arrival. 
Trying to gather the courage to prune my tomatoes back to a single stem now that 
I see the evidence that it works. 
Leaving tomato hornworm when they have those white parasitic egg cases makes 
them disappear the next year! 
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 I.D) Plants just make us feel good 
  1) Beautiful consequences  
   But we aren't all Martha Stewart 
   You plant, neighbors plant. 
 
Flash Chat 
We asked: 
What plants or landscape patterns have spread in your neighborhood? 
 
You replied: 
Hydrangeas in Oregon. (Yes, and everywhere. Marketers have sold them hard.) 
Hydrangeas and roses 
Hydrangeas, rudbeckia, hosts, day lilies 
Spring wild phlox. (Bright color so early in the year gets notice!) 
Anemones (Especially fall bloomers, stand-outs when all else is done blooming.) 
Some kind of sedum, escaped from a rock garden? (Could be 'Angelina!') 
Arborvitae - everyone has them! 
Invasive species: 
Sadly, burning bush. So invasive, seeds around but people plant them. 
Barberry 
Columbine. I see them everywhere lately. 
Small spireas, orange in spring ('Gold Flame' is one.) 
 Yews all over our development. (Such adaptable evergreens, cut into awful 
shapes.) 
Use of colored mulch. Yech! 
Large established Rhododendrons are in every yard in my neighborhood. (Irony - 
so many try so hard to grow them but in the right environment, grown to excess.) 
Ornamental grasses 
Seeing people cut down spirea, all the way. 
Walkers! I put out plant labels this spring so all the people getting out of the 
house could identify my unusual early spring flowers. Temporary, made from 
paper plates. 
Not a plant but rhizosphaera (needle cast fungus) on the blue spruces 
 
 
 
  I.D.2) Exercise for every muscle  
   Will enthusiasm hold out until your back builds up? 
   People at gym, gardener could offer them work-out! 
   Just don't over-do. Gradual start, stretches, ergo-tools 
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II. Gardening as stress relief 
 A. Proven physical effects 
  1) Faster hospital recovery and less medication 
  2) Calming effect: 10 minutes viewing greenery lowers heart rate 
   Prisons, mental hospitals, schools 
   Businesses take shelter behind plants from irate people 
  3) During contact with plants, increased alpha waves  
   Assoc'd w/creativity, innovation, making connections 
Flash Chat 
We asked: 
Which gardening activity/ies are most calming? 
 
52 votes* for calming garden tasks: 
50%: 26 votes for Weeding: calms my nerves and accomplishes so much!; being 
done weeding; in sandy soil; on a soft ground day; rewarding kids (who pulled a 
spotted knapweed with the longest root) 
 
7%: 4 votes for Pruning;.  I love to cut stuff 
6%: 3 votes for Watering 3 
4%: 2 votes for Raking 
4%: 2 votes for Harvesting; collecting seeds 
4%: 2 votes for Deadheading 
4%: 2 votes for ANYTHING in the garden!! Just Being in the garden!!!! 
4%: 2 votes for Accomplishment; seeing what I have accomplished. 
2%: 1 vote for Giving people something to smile at 
2%: 1 vote for Cutting down feels good, 
2%: 1 vote for Cleaning up 
2%: 1 vote for Planting 
2%: 1 vote for Sowing seeds. 
2%: 1 vote for Digging 
2%: 1 vote for Chopping  wood 
2%: 1 vote for Smell of the dirt and the garden is pleasing... 
2%: 1 vote for Evaluating: walk the dog and evaluate everyone's landscaping 
and tree health! 
 
* 43 responses from 38 respondents; %'s will add to more than 100 
 
 
 
 
 II.B.  Physical release of frustration, anger. Negativity dissipates. 
   My son is doing physical work?! 
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III. What to do in a garden to build family, unity 
 A. Encourage: 
  1) Model things that come naturally  
   Child's unique laugh, grandfather's greeting 
   A mix: generations, abled/disabled, skills, ethnic groups 
   What a joy, to preserve the garden tales & folklore 
 
Flash Chat 
We asked if you've delved into the rich folklore of plants. Could you complete this 
sentence?: I know folklore about the plant _____________________. 
 
You replied: 
Lady's mantle (Alchemilla: alchemists thought if you gather the water from its 
leaves, you can use it to change base metal to gold!) 
Sage for wisdom. 
Bleeding heart. (Invert the flower, it's "lady in a bath.") 
Monarda, bee balm has a back story. 
Plantain leaves can remove bee stinger. (And make a great antiseptic bandage!) 
Rosemary for remembrance, improves memory. 
Queen Anne's Lace, the ruff collar left after her beheading! 
Wild impatiens "juice" can be used for poison ivy rash. (Impatiens capensis 
soothes the itching.) 
Laurel has a base in Greek myth too! 
Knocking on wood goes back to invoking the spirit the lived in the tree. 
Sweet woodruff for a spring tonic - in wine! 
Aloe, too. 
Milk from the stem of stinging nettle is balm for the sting of that nettle plant! 
Comfrey can be compounded into a cream for arthritis.. 
Jewelweed for poison ivy. 
Sassafras 
Witch hazel lotion/salves cures literally everything! (Janet learned witchhazel's 
soothing effect from Grama Frances, who put it on Janet's thistle-stung palm.) 
Orris root? 
Copper and Asian daylily: How minerals in the ground are found in the tips of 
plants. (Right! In some cases we called it folklore but now know some plants DO 
fix heavy metals and can even be used to extract dangerous chemicals from the 
soil!) 
Lupine lines the roadways in Prince Edward Island  - breathtaking 
Narcissus 
I had a farmer tell me when shopping for trees (esp. for those that may appear 
dead or declining) to grab the trunk to determine if its still alive. If the trunk is 
cooler than the outside temperature it's still alive. If it's warmer, it is dead.  He 
says he goes to stores & looks for trees that they may think are dead, so he get 
them for great prices. It has worked for me. 
Anemone was also a wind nymph who the lesser god Zephyr fell in love with, and 
his wife Flora didn't like it! 
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  III.A.2) Variety in plants and garden features: mental stimulation  
   To say nothing of the books, videos, websites that go with! 
 
  3) Higher life forms: insects, birds, small mammals, amphibians  
   Or else a garden is just one person's eccentricity 
  4) Curiosity and enthusiasm  
   Don't be hung up over changes, impact, deviation 
   Experiments work, by their very existence 
   Spontaneity is encouraged where curiosity is free 
 III.B. Use it! 
  1) As a setting  
   Memories & photos become more rich 
   Incorporate destinations, paths 
   Offer retreats and social areas 
 
Flash Chat 
We asked: Sometimes people find peace walking in a sunny meadow or sitting by 
a stream in the woods. Sometimes the same setting can be disturbing, even 
frightening. What conditions or details of the situation contribute to make it 
more peaceful? 
 
You replied: 
An overwhelming 40% said water is the key: 
Sound of water 
Water, water, water flowing is the best 
A soft breeze, the sound of water, and a place to sit! 
Running or still water 
Water feature (3 replies), variety of plants. 
Sunlight, sound of water, 
Sounds of water 
View of the lake 
There is nothing as peaceful as sitting quietly outside by a stream. 
Burbling brooks are the best 
Birds splashing in the waterfall 
I used to spend hours as a middle schooler at a burbling brook behind our house 
at the verge of the woods. It's all developed now. 
 
20% said the seat's the thing: 
A place to sit. 
Sitting area. 
A bench makes it more peaceful. 
Paths, benches, hammocks. 
Hammocks are the best. 
Swings. 
Oh, swings! Yes! 
I miss my swing! 
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Designers of parks and gardens, take heed. Lots of good ideas here: 
Sunshine! 
Calm days with light breezes 
Breeze 
Shade 
Bird feeders/bird baths 
Listening to the bird songs 
Birdsong 
Path leading into shady glen 
Things that move in the wind: grasses 
Privacy, or even the allusion of. 
Artwork 
Quietness due to trees buffering the street noise.  
My silly family just sits on the deck and looks out. 
I tried a spot in my woods for planting pots but it turned out to be a place of 
mosquitoes. I abandoned the location. 
Windchimes (2) 
Hilarious song! 
Prom/Homecoming pictures with my grandson. 
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  III.B.2) To memorialize important times  
   Have ceremonies, rituals 
   Keep plants in their place: no hang-up over plants dying! 
 
Flash Chat 
We asked you to complete this sentence: 
A gardening ceremony/ritual/tradition my family has is 
__________________. 
 
You replied: 
A walk through luminaries 
An evening perusal with a glass of wine after working in beds all day 
For my 50th birthday we planted 50 native trees in public park 
Putting out the gnomes in the spring and bringing them in 
Grandkids hands and names in the cement 
Mulching! 
To clean it up! 
Pictures with family 
Yearly family photos around our Dutchman's Pipevine/arbor 
Recommitment ceremony at 20th anniversary 
First day of school pictures 
First day of school photos in front of the same sour cherry tree every single year 
Picking holly to decorate the window boxes and make wreaths 
A family church service in the middle of nowhere, when no minister is around 
Red bows around necks of all my rabbit statuary for Xmas 
We dress the ducks when our sports teams win! They will have Red Sox shirts, 
Patriots shirts, Halloween costumes... 
 
  III.B.3) For explanations, metaphor and philosophy  
   "Birds and bees" 
   To stimulate all 5 senses 
   Stories of life and death 
 
  4) Make the flowers, fruits and plants a part of indoor life, too  
   Decoration, food , medicine, gifts 
 
  5) To build self-esteem, yours and others' 
 
 III.C. Build unity in the family by being there in the garden with them 
  1) Display your style and habits, accept others  
   My daughter's "weed gardens" and primrose 
  2) Share what you know and what you grow  
   Your disappointments, too 
  3) Don't make it just a chore 
  4) Never make it a personal contest 
Flash Chat (next page) 
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Flash Chat 
We asked you to complete this statement: 
For me, a garden is not complete unless 
___________________________________ 
 
You replied: 
...I can see the joy on others' faces as they enjoy it! 
...color. 
...I can eat something in it! 
! It's never complete. 
...a path and bench with lots of smelly stuff. 
...my hands are in the soil. 
...kids. When my son was 3, he exuberantly pulled up lots of flowers, and joyfully 
presented me with a birthday bouquet. 
...there is purple, blue. and pink. 
...watching the plants move around to places they prefer. 
...birds and butterflies are there to enjoy it too. 
... there is a place to sit and contemplate the garden and all its wildlife. 
...birds and living things. 
 
 
IV. Watch around you for how the community grows 
 A. The history of lawn in America!  
  Dedicated  band of people, a model & beautification incentives  
  Supply and demand kicked in, money for turf research  
  Is the model changing again? 
 
 B. Gardens "in back" until the 80's 
  Did revival of front porches beget gardens or vice versa? 
  Want to excite children's imagination? Think back: Did you grow  
  up in a neighborhood where you could peak over fences to see  
  (even sample!) the gardens within? What grew there that kept you  
  coming back?  
 
 C. More green, less graffiti, more life  
  Amount of plantings higher, amount of vandalism less 
 
 D. Shared interests  
  Interesting progression, "Silent Spring" to bio pest control co.'s 
 
 E. Unfortunate move to "fast" and "now" is alarming in landscapes  
  Unrealistic media-based perfection in gardens worrisome, too 
 
Flash Chat (next page) 
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Flash Chat 
We asked: What garden or landscape trend would you like to see catch on? 
What trend would you like to see fade away? 
 
A majority of replies involve increased respect for the ecosystem: 
People taking ownership by working in a space, reducing vandalizing. 
Stop volcano mulch around trees. 
Would like yards full of all kinds of plants and get rid of lawns. 
Mulch leaves.  
More trying to put in natives. 
Stop burning leaves. 
Stop over-fertilizing. 
STOP SPRAYING. 
Stop insecticide use. 
Less lawn, more plants, specifically natives. Leave the leaves. 
Have nurseries that sell native - so scarce here. 
The constant mowing of lawns and blowing of leaves and fertilizing need to stop. 
The sound pollution really ruins my time outside. 
Stop cutting down so many trees. 
 


